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Quick Overview

At the heart of Premiere Pro CS5.5 is the Adobe Mercury Playback Engine – built using the NVIDIA® CUDA™ parallel processing architecture – so Quadro GPUs deliver real-time previewing and editing of native, high-resolution footage, including multiple layers of RED 4K video. It must be understood that the CPU and the hard drives feeding MPE has an impact on performance especially when using large compressed movie formats such as RED. By exploiting GPU rendering, the CPU is then left free to work on the job of handling disk I/O, codec decompressing.

The current cards supporting MPE GPU acceleration are Quadro CX, Quadro FX 3800, FX 4800 (Mac and PC), FX 5800, Quadro 2000, Quadro 4000 (Mac and PC), Quadro 5000, Quadro 6000, Quadro 2000M, Quadro 3000M, Quadro 4000M, Quadro 5000M, Quadro 5010M as well as the GeForce GTX 285, GTX 470, GTX 480, GTX 570 and GTX 580.

Key Features of this Demonstration

- GPU accelerated color correction in real-time vs “stuttering” software playback.
- GPU accelerated motion effects in real-time vs “stuttering” software playback
- GPU accelerated navigation and effects feedback in real-time within the timeline not possible in software.
- GPU accelerated use of DSLR (Digital SLR) footage that is becoming an emerging “tapeless” format for wedding and event videographers. This is a key group because if they invest $2,000 in a camera they expect performance with footage and a Quadro makes an ideal partner to their studio setup.
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Adobe Premiere Pro CS5.5 MPE Acceleration
Testing Premiere Pro CS5.5 MPE GPU Acceleration

1. Install the full version or the 30-day trial version of Adobe Premiere Pro CS5.5.
2. Download the latest NVIDIA product drivers from the FTP site and install them and switch off any Win 7 Aero Themes.
3. Sample project file is available on the press FTP. Copy these demo files onto the fastest drives in your system, ideally a 10K rpm SATA RAID of two drives or more.
4. Launch Adobe Premiere Pro CS5.5 by double clicking the project file PProCS5.5-GPU.prproj.

Verify Settings

Mercury Playback Engine GPU Acceleration Settings

From the menu select Project >> Project Settings >> General

![Project Settings](image)

**Figure 1: Project Settings – General – Mercury Payback Engine GPU Acceleration**

If the Mercury Playback Engine option is grayed out uninstall the current drivers and reinstall the latest drivers from nvidia.com. You change this setting for GPU accelerated to software only CPU based rendering and back as many times as you like and will be an intrinsic part of the demo.
CPU vs GPU Testing

The primary benefit of MPE is to take what were previously CPU intensive operations and pass them to the Quadro GPU so there is a more interactive and realtime user experience. You know when the GPU is active as there should be a yellow bar above the Sequence timeline.

**Figure 2:** Yellow Sequence indicator showing GPU MPE active.

If the GPU acceleration of MPE is off and you’re rendering on the CPU only, a red bar is seen above the Sequence timeline.

**Figure 3:** Red Sequence indicator showing CPU MPE rendering active, no GPU.
There are several Playback resolutions available in the program monitor. Adjusting these helps optimize the real-time playback from the GPU and further illustrates the benefits of GPU MPE over pure CPU rendering.

**Figure 4:** Playback resolution.

Premiere Pro User Interface Basics

**Figure 5:** The Premiere Pro Interface
The **Project Panel** contains all footage items and sequences in a directory system. Sequences can be opened by double clicking.

![Project Panel]

**Figure 6: The Premiere Pro Project Panel**

The **Effect Controls Panel** is below the **Project Panel** and effects are dragged from this window on to clips in the timeline. MPE accelerated effects are identified by the “brick” icon with an arrow as shown below.

![Effect Controls Panel]

**Figure 7: The Effect Controls Panel**
The Sequence Panel is where you drag clips for editing, apply effects and use the Current Time Indicator (CTI) to scrub forward or backward in the timeline.

**Figure 8: The Sequence Panel**

When playing a clip, the sequence has start and end points setup for you so all you have to do is click the **Play In to Out** button shown below to start and end playback.

**Figure 9: Play In to Out**
Using Adobe Premiere Pro CS5.5 GPU Accelerated MPE Effects

Multiple Layer Color Correction

(2 video streams with color correction and a keyed effect)

This sequence contains RED 4K footage, in an HD 1080 24P, courtesy of deliveredmovie.com, and shows how GPU accelerated MPE gives not only dynamic color correction but also handles large image file formats natively such as RED.

Normally when using a color corrector, the CPU has to render each layer in turn and this takes time. When using GPU accelerated MPE, the changes to the color and layer attributes are instantaneous.

Testing GPU Accelerated MPE Color Correction:

1. Double click the deliveredmovie.com CC sequence in the Project Panel to open it.
2. Make sure the MPE mode is set to CPU by selecting Software Only mode in the Project – General Settings Panel.

![Figure 10: MPE in CPU mode](image)

3. Make sure the Program Panel is set to play back at ½ Resolution as this will illustrate better the difference between CPU and GPU playback.

![Figure 11: Playback Resolution](image)
4. **Double Click** on any of the **Car** elements in the sequence timeline to open the clip in the **Source Panel**. Press **Play** to show how bright the clip is and that it plays back OK in software.

5. Now click the **Play In to Out** button in the **Program Panel** and the clip will start to play smoothly but as the **CTI** moves down the Sequence the playback will begin to stutter.

6. Drag the **CTI** along the sequence and show how you have to wait for the **CPU** to render each frame.

7. Now make sure the **MPE** mode is set to **GPU** by selecting Software mode in the **Project – General Settings Panel**.

8. Now click the **Play In to Out** button in the **Program Panel** and the clip will start to play smoothly and as the **CTI** moves down the Sequence the playback will remain smooth.

9. Drag the **CTI** along the sequence and show how you don’t have to wait for the **CPU** to render each frame.

10. Click on the video clip **Car Darker** and then open the **Effects Control Panel** next to the **Source Panel Tab** and click the **RGB Curves** effect on and off to show the rapid changes to the image in the **Program Panel**. Emphasize the “no waiting” and the **GPU** is doing the work.

11. Try adjusting the **RGB Curves** directly to show the immediate response of **GPU** rendering. **<CTRL Z>** will undo any of your actions.
Figure 13: Effect Control Panel
Multiple Picture in Picture

(3 video streams with color correction and an animated motion effect over a single black graphic layer)

This is an example of a common PIP style to illustrate different sequences all at once. In this case it is again RED 4k footage, HD 1080 24P, courtesy of deliveredmovie.com, and shows how GPU accelerated MPE gives the ability to do smooth transitions and scaling multiple video streams.

Testing GPU Accelerated PIP:

1. Double click the deliveredmovie.com PIP sequence in the Project Panel to open it.
2. Make sure the MPE mode is set to CPU by selecting Software Only mode in the Project – General Settings Panel.

![Figure 14: MPE in CPU mode](image)

3. Make sure the Program Panel is set to play back at 1/4 Resolution, if you have a Dual CPU system you may want to leave it at ½ resolution, as this will illustrate better the difference between CPU and GPU playback.

![Figure 15: Playback Resolution](image)

4. Now click the Play In to Out button in the Program Panel and the clip will start to play smoothly but as the CTI moves down the Sequence the playback will begin to stutter.
5. Drag the CTI along the sequence and show how you have to wait for the CPU to render each frame.
6. Now make sure the MPE mode is set to GPU by selecting Software mode in the Project – General Settings Panel.
7. Now click the **Play In to Out** button in the **Program Panel** and the clip will start to play smoothly and as the **CTI** moves down the Sequence the playback will remain smooth.

8. Drag the **CTI** along the sequence and show how you don't have to wait for the **CPU** to render each frame.
Multiple PIP with Ultrakey

(9 video streams with color correction and multiple effects)

This example is not your average workflow but it actually shows the realtime rendering capabilities of GPU coupled with MPE. This sequence features an UltraKey from RED 2K footage, HD 720 24P, courtesy of Adobe, composited over eight simultaneous video layers each playing with a level of color correction and or blur.

Testing GPU Accelerated Multiple PIP and UltraKey:

1. Double click the Adobe Paladin PIP sequence in the Project Panel to open it.
2. Make sure the MPE mode is set to CPU by selecting Software Only mode in the Project General Settings Panel.

![Figure 17: MPE in CPU mode](image)

3. Make sure the Program Panel is set to play back at Full Resolution as this will illustrate better the difference between CPU and GPU playback.

![Figure 18: Playback Resolution](image)
4. Now click the **Play In to Out** button in the **Program Panel** and the clip will start to play smoothly but as the **CTI** moves down the Sequence the playback will begin to stutter and eventually fail.

5. Drag the **CTI** along the **Sequence** and show how you have to wait for the **CPU** to render each frame.

6. Now make sure the **MPE** mode is set to **GPU** by selecting Software mode in the **Project – General Settings Panel**.

![Figure 19: GPU Accelerated MPE](image)

7. Now click the **Play In to Out** button in the **Program Panel** and the clip will start to play smoothly and as the **CTI** moves down the Sequence the playback will remain smooth.

8. Drag the **CTI** along the **Sequence** and show how you don’t have to wait for the **CPU** to render each frame.

9. Click on the video clip **UltraKey** and then open the **Effects Control Panel** next to the **Source Panel Tab** and click the **UltraKey** effect on and off to show the rapid changes to the image in the **Program Panel**. Emphasize the “no waiting” and the GPU is doing the work.
Multiple Picture in Picture with DSLR

(Four streams of DSLR footage with PIP and Gaussian blur)

This example is not your average workflow but it actually shows the realtime rendering capabilities of GPU coupled with MPE with the new emerging DSLR format. Many wedding and event videographers are now changing from a tape based workflow, DV or HDV, to tapeless workflows based around these emerging HD video shooting capable DSLR cameras. These users will check and maybe edit on their laptops in the field, weddings for example, or take back for a craft edit after the event because of the ability to look at the footage directly within Premiere Pro.

Testing GPU Accelerated Multiple DSLR Footage:

1. Double click the DSLR Speed with MPE sequence in the Project Panel to open it.
2. Make sure the MPE mode is set to CPU by selecting Software Only mode in the Project General Settings Panel.

![Figure 21: MPE in CPU mode](image)

3. Make sure the Program Panel is set to playback at Full Resolution as this will illustrate better the difference between CPU and GPU playback.
Figure 22: Playback Resolution

4. Now click the Play In to Out button in the Program Panel and the clip will start to play smoothly but as the CTI moves down the Sequence the playback will begin to stutter and eventually fail.

5. Drag the CTI along the Sequence and show how you have to wait for the CPU to render each frame.

6. Now make sure the MPE mode is set to GPU by selecting Software mode in the Project – General Settings Panel.

Figure 23: GPU Accelerated MPE

7. Now click the Play In to Out button in the Program Panel and the clip will start to play smoothly and as the CTI moves down the Sequence the playback will remain smooth.

8. Drag the CTI along the Sequence and show how you don’t have to wait for the CPU to render each frame.
# Test Machine Specifications

HP Z800, Dual Xeon X5860 @ 3.33Ghz, 24GB ram, Win 7 Pro, Quadro 4000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Hewlett-Packard Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>HP Z800 Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating</td>
<td><img src="https://www.hp.com" alt="Your Windows Experience Index needs to be refreshed" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5680 @ 3.33 GHz 3.33 GHz (2 processors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installed memory (RAM)</td>
<td>24.0 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System type</td>
<td>64-bit Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pen and Touch</td>
<td>No Pen or Touch Input is available for this Display</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Branding Guidelines

The correct way of writing NVIDIA is the name “NVIDIA” in all uppercase. Upon first reference, the name should be followed by a registered trademark symbol, “NVIDIA®.”

Quadro is written with an uppercase “Q,” lowercase “uadro.” In the first reference, the name Quadro should be followed by a registered trademark symbol, “Quadro®.”

If the first reference to NVIDIA is “NVIDIA Quadro,” the registration mark may be omitted after NVIDIA, “NVIDIA Quadro®.” In such a case, the first use of NVIDIA separate from the Quadro name should be followed by the trademark symbol, as described above.

Write the name “Quadro” (according to the preceding guidelines), followed by a space, and all uppercase “FX.” The model number follows the “FX,” with a space separating the model number and the word “FX.” Available models:

- NVIDIA Quadro® FX SKUs:
  /4500 X2/4600/4800/5500/5600/5800

- NVIDIA Quadro® FX Mobile:
  350M/1500M/1600M/2500M/3500M/3600M/3700M

- NVIDIA Quadro® FX 4500 SDI/5500 SDI (space between “5500” or “4500” and “SDI”)

- NVIDIA Quadro® G-Sync option board
Notice

ALL NVIDIA DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS, REFERENCE BOARDS, FILES, DRAWINGS, DIAGNOSTICS, LISTS, AND OTHER DOCUMENTS (TOGETHER AND SEPARATELY, "MATERIALS") ARE BEING PROVIDED "AS IS." NVIDIA MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Information furnished is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, NVIDIA Corporation assumes no responsibility for the consequences of use of such information or for any infringement of patents or other rights of third parties that may result from its use. No license is granted by implication or otherwise under any patent or patent rights of NVIDIA Corporation. Specifications mentioned in this publication are subject to change without notice. This publication supersedes and replaces all information previously supplied. NVIDIA Corporation products are not authorized for use as critical components in life support devices or systems without express written approval of NVIDIA Corporation.
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NVIDIA, the NVIDIA logo, GeForce, SLI, PureVideo, nView, PhysX, CUDA, Luminex, MediaShield are trademarks or registered trademarks of NVIDIA Corporation in the United States and other countries. Other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
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